SAN FRANCISCO: Apple’s latest product launch event this fall in a setting that offers a special place in its history, signaling how big a deal the iPhone 6 launch may be and what could be a milestone for Apple. A new gadget that is expected to feature a larger iPhone and possibly a computerized watch, will be in the same Silicon Valley venue where Apple launched its first product back in 1997. Following the release of the original Mac computer 30 years ago, it made a name for itself as a breakthrough that helped bring personal computing to the masses. These events have become an annual rite since the 2007 release of the iPhone, but this year may be the most highly anticipated since the iPad came out in 2010. It’s “smartwatch” or other advanced technology watch that is expected in the watch category since the iPad came out.

This year, Apple is expected to make a major announcement with its unveiling of a new iPhone 6. Apple is not giving any clues about what the iPhone 6 will look like, but some people have already speculated what the new iPhone might look like.

Apple announced that it would release a new iPhone with a larger screen than the iPhone 5. The iPhone 6 is expected to be thinner, and it has a larger display than the iPhone 5. The iPhone 6 is expected to be available in the fall.

Apple also announced that it would release a new version of its MacBook Pro laptop. The new MacBook Pro has a larger screen than the previous model and has a faster processor. The new MacBook Pro is expected to be available in the fall.

Apple is also expected to release a new version of its software. There has been speculation that Apple may release a new version of its software that will allow users to access their data from anywhere.
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